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Abstract
We give a general definition of spin foam models, and then of models of 
4d quantum gravity based on constraining BF theory. We highlight the 
construction and quantization ambiguities entering model building, among 
which the choice of quantization map applied to the B variables carrying 
metric information after imposing simplicity constraints, and the different 
strategies for imposing the latter constraints. We then construct a new spin 
foam model for 4d quantum gravity, using the flux representation of states 
and amplitudes, based on the Duflo quantization map and the associated 
non-commutative Fourier transform for Lie groups. The advantages of the 
new model are the geometrically transparent way in which constraints are 
imposed, and the underlying mathematical properties of the Duflo map itself. 
Finally, the presence of a closed analytical formula for the model’s amplitudes 
is another valuable asset for future applications.

Keywords: spin foam models, loop quantum gravity, noncommutative 
geometry, Duflo map
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1. Introduction

Spin foam models are a covariant definition of the quantum dynamics of spin network-type 
structures [1]. They are thus a covariant counterpart of canonical loop quantum gravity [2, 3], 
a reformulation of lattice gravity path integrals [4, 5], a natural language for state sum models 
of topological quantum field theories [6–8] and the perturbative dynamics of group field theo-
ries (GFT) [9]. In addition to the many results obtained in the context of the mentioned related 
formalisms (e.g. group field theory and tensor models [10, 11]) also directly impacting on 
spin foam models per se, a lot of work has concentrated on spin foam model building [12–19], 
and on the semi-classical analysis of the resulting quantum gravity models (for fixed underly-
ing lattice) [20]. More recently, the issues of spin foam renormalization and continuum limit 
(from both lattice [21–26] and GFT [27–31] perspectives) have become central. Progresses 
have also been made in generalizing and adapting the notions of entanglement entropy and 
holography, so far mainly in the case of 3d quantum gravity models [32–34]. Important steps 
have also been taken in direction of extracting effective continuum physics out of quantum 
gravity models, in particular in a cosmological context (both from a canonical perspective [35] 
and using the GFT reformulation of the same models [36–38]). In parallel, we have deepened 
our understanding of the formal structure of spin foam models, and explored it at a more math-
ematical level also illuminating the various choices underlying model building.

This paper tackles the more formal aspects of spin foam construction, as a stepping stone 
for investigating the more physical ones. First of all, we provide a very general definition 
of spin foam models and of their construction from their defining building blocks, detail-
ing both the combinatorial aspects and their associated quantum states and amplitudes. The 
general definition we provide will be a convenient starting point for more model building or 
the analysis of physical consequences, not relying on any specific representation of quantum 
states or on model building strategy. Next, we specialize the general construction to spin foam 
models for 4d quantum gravity, in the Riemannian setting, inspired by the formulation of grav-
ity as a constrained BF theory. We introduce the basic ideas of this construction strategy and 
provide the general definition of the corresponding models, without focusing exclusively on 
any one of them, but, on the contrary, highlighting their shared features. We do so in different 
representations for the quantum states and for the amplitudes. Beside its pedagogical value, 
the main result of this part is to identify the relevant construction ambiguities and choices 
characterizing each model as well as the general properties shared by all spin foam models. 
A good control over both specific and general features will be a useful asset when trying to 
extract physics from them. Among the shared features, we mention the fact that all spin foam 
models in this class take the form of non-commutative simplicial gravity path integrals when 
expressed in the flux (Lie algebra) representation (including the EPRL model which is usually 
not seen from this perspective). This can greatly facilitate their semi-classical analysis [39].

Last, we use the previous analysis to construct a new spin foam model in the same con-
strained BF class. The model is constructed focusing on the flux/metric representation of spin 
foam states and amplitudes, and thus relying on the associated tools from non-commutative 
geometry, notably the non-commutative Fourier transform for Lie groups [40, 41]. A direct 
advantage of the flux construction is the presence of a closed integral formula for the model’s 
amplitudes in group variables enabling the use of heat Kernel methods in the renormalizability 
analysis [28]. In this respect, our model parallels the formulation of the one presented in [18]. 
However it employs a different quantization map for the Lie algebra variables of discrete BF 
theory: the Duflo map. This is another important improvement. On the one hand, the Duflo 
map has a number of nice mathematical properties, making it in many ways the natural quanti-
zation map for quantum systems based on group-theoretic structures [42]. On the other hand, 
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contrary to the quantization map employed in [18] (and in some other related quantum gravity 
literature [43]) the Duflo map applies to any semi-simple, locally compact Lie group; thus the 
model we introduce can be straightforwardly generalised to other dimensions, other model-
building strategies and, more immediately relevant, the Lorentzian signature [44]. Last, the 
Duflo map simplifies the expression of the kernel enforcing the simplicity constraints which, 
in contrast to [18], allowed us to derive an explicit formula for fusion coefficients (4.13) and 
(3.42). This is clearly a valuable asset in trying to extract quantitative results about the model 
and its amplitudes in different regimes by using numerical methods [45, 46].

2. Abstract formulation of Spin foam models

In this section we outline the general construction of spin foam models for Riemannian quant um 
gravity. Spin foam models associate quantum amplitudes to discrete structures, usually in the 
form of product of amplitudes associated to the lower-dimensional cells of the same lattice. We 
begin by listing and defining the combinatorial building blocks on which spin foam amplitudes 
are supported. Then we introduce the Hilbert spaces of boundary states and the set of corre-
sponding amplitudes, as done in [47] to which we refer for more details (see also [48, 49]). 
This fomulation is also in direct parallel with the GFT completition of spin foam models which 
implicitly defines their continuum limit suggesting a number of useful field-theoretic tools. 
Given the formal nature of this section we provide below a synoptic table of all used symbols.

Symbol Meaning

B Set of bisected boundary graphs.

Vb, Eb Full vertex and edge sets of a bisected boundary graph b ∈ B.

V̄b, Ṽb Disjoint vertex sets forming a partition of Vb.

P Set of all boundary patches of the boundary graphs in B.
Vp, Ep Full vertex and edge sets of a boundary patch p ∈ P.

A Set of all spin foam atoms, i.e. the set of the dual polytopes of all d-dimesional cells.

Va, Ea, Fa Vertex, edge and face sets of a spin foam atom a ∈ A.

M Set of all spin foam molecule or equivalently of all d-dimensional cellular  
complexes.

Vm, Em, Fm Vertex, edge and face sets of a spin foam molecule m ∈ M.

Hp ≡ Hv̄ Patch Hilbert space (e.g. tetrahedron Hilbert space in the 4d simplicial case).

A(m) Spin foam amplitude associated to a spin foam molecule m.

Ke, Va Gluing and Vertex kernels of a given spin foam model.

The discrete building blocks of spin foam models exhibit a ‘molecular structure, here intro-
duced in steps.

Definition 2.1 (Bisected boundary graph). A bisected boundary graph b ∈ B is an 
ordered pair b = (Vb, Eb) forming a bipartite graph with vertex partition Vb = V̄b ∪ Ṽb such 
that the vertices ṽ ∈ Ṽb are bivalent.

Definition 2.2 (Boundary patch). A boundary patch p ∈ P is a pair pv̄ = (Vp, Ep) such 
that:

Vp = {v̄} ∪ Ṽp Ṽp �= ∅ Ep = {(v̄ṽ) : ṽ ∈ Ṽp}. (2.1)
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Thus a boundary patch is a graph made by the node v̄, all boundary (half)-links containing it 
and their end points. For example, the graph in figure 1 has five boundary patches. Each one 
of them consists of one red node ̄v (e.g. the one in the top left corner) together with its incident 
green half-links and their blue end points ṽ.

Two patches pv̄1 and pv̄2 are named bondable if |Vp1 | = |Vp2 | and |Ep1 | = |Ep2 |. Bondable 
patches can be elementwise identified via a gluing map γ : pv̄1 → pv̄2.

Definition 2.3 (Spin foam atom). A spin foam atom a ∈ A is a triple a = (Va, Ea,Fa), 
constructed in correspondence with a bisected boundary graph b, with:

Va = {v} ∪ Vb Ea = E ∪ Eb E =
⋃

u

{
(uv) : u ∈ Vb

}
Fa =

⋃

ṽ∈Ṽ

{
f = (vv̄ṽ) : (v̄ṽ) ∈ Eb

}
.

 (2.2)
The set E contains one edge for each node in Vb, joining it to the bulk vertex v. Last (vv̄ṽ) is 
the boundary face bounded by the edges connecting the three vertices. The set of spin foam 
atoms is denoted by A .

An example of spin foam atom is illustrated in figure 1. With respect to the picture the set 
Va is made by the bulk black vertex v together with all the nodes (v̄ in red and ṽ in blue) of 
the atom’s boundary graph belonging to Vb. The set E contains the red edges connecting the 
five red nodes v̄ to the black vertex v. Thus the full atom edge set Ea consists of the five red 
edges together with all the green half-links of the atom’s boundary graph (which are elelments 
of Eb). With respect to the picture (figure 1) all the spin foam atom’s faces are cycles made 
by four distinct vertices (vv̄ṽv̄′) and by the edges connecting them. For example one face is 
identified by the black vertex, the two red nodes on the bottom and on the right, the blue node 
on the bottom right corner and the half-edges joining them (note however that not all faces 
have been drawed in the picture).

Summarizing a spin foam atoms is the 2-skeleton of the dual polytope of a d-dimensional 
fundamental cell, e.g. the dual 2-skeleton of a 4-simplex in the four-dimensional simplicial 
case. Moreover, as argued in [47], the set A  of atoms to be catalogued by the set B of bisected 
boundary graphs.

Definition 2.4 (Spin foam molecule). A spin foam molecule m ∈ M is a triple of ver-

tices, edges and faces m =
(
Vm, Em,Fm) = (

⋃
a Va/γ ,

⋃
a Ea/γ ,

⋃
a Fa/γ

)
 constructed from a 

set of spin foam atoms quotiented by a set of gluing maps enforcing the bonding relations 
between the atoms forming the molecule. An example of spin foam molecule is illustrated in 
figure 2.

Definition 2.5 (n-simplicial structures). The set of n-simplicial molecules MS consists 
of all molecules obtained as gluings of a single (simplicial) atom aS labelled by the complete 

α

δ

Figure 1. A spin foam atom (on the right) and its bisected boundary graph (on the left).
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graph with n  +  1 vertices Kn+1.

Notice that we call simplicial, the above-defined spin foam molecules because each spin 
foam atom in itself can be canonically understood as the dual 2-skeleton of an n-simplex4. 
However, this can be done only locally; it has been proven that not every simplicial spin 
foam molecule can be associated uniquely to a well-defined simplicial complex, as its dual 
2-skeleton [50]. While the restriction to simplicial structures is motivated (in addition to sim-
plicity) by the greater geometric understanding of the corresponding models with respect to 
those based on non-simplicial complexes, we stress that they remain a special case of a more 
general formalism. The use of arbitrary cellular complexes is suggested by canonical LQG 
[48] and can also be accommodated in the GFT formulation of spin foam models [47], using 
techniques from dually weighted tensor models.

Definition 2.6 (Spin foam model). A spin foam model is a quantum theory prescribed 
by the assignment of a quadruple (Hp,MS, W,A) and defined by a partition function of the 
following form:

ZSF =
∑

m∈MS

W(m)A(m). (2.3)

Here Hp is the Hilbert space associated to each boundary patch of the atoms forming the 
molecule, A(m) is the spin foam amplitude assigned to m by each given model and W(m) is 
a further weight factor in the sum over all molecules. While A can be motivated, purely by 
considering the discretization and quantization of some continuum (gravitational) theory the 
prescription for W(m) should come from a different line of reasoning. For example, the GFT 
approach to spin foam models provides a field-theoretic prescription for both of them.

The quantum states for which spin foam models define probability amplitudes are asso-
ciated to the boundary graphs of spin foam molecules. The primary ingredient is the patch 
Hilbert space, denoted by Hp ≡ Hv̄. One can then associate an Hilbert space to each spin 
foam atom Ha and to each spin foam molecule Hm.

Ha = ⊗p∈∂aHp Hm = ⊗p∈∂mHp. (2.4)

4 In combinatorics an finite abstract k-simplicial complex C (e.g. an abstract k-simplex) is a collection of subsets σ 
of a set of vertices C0 = {v1, . . . , vn} such that the following two properties are satisfied:

1.  For all σ ∈ C and σ′ ⊂ σ then σ′ ∈ C.
2.  If σ, σ′ ∈ C then σ ∪ σ′ ∈ C.

All subsets of cardinality p   +  1 are called p -simplices σp ∈ Cp. The dimension k of C is defined as the maximal 
cardinality of simplices in C. From a topological point of view a k-simplex is the convex hull of a set of k  +  1 affinely 
independent points in Rk.

γ

�γ

Figure 2. The gluing of two atoms along a shared boundary patch to form a molecule.
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One might also want to define a single Hilbert space for a spin foam model, that would acco-
madate any possible choice of boundary. This is indeed a crucial issue to tackle the continuum 
limit and relate the formalism to canonical quantum gravity. From this point of view the simplest 
proposal is that of a (bosonic) Fock space. This is a natural choice from a QFT/emergent-gravity 
perspective that sees quantum spacetime as a peculiar quantum many-body system. Another 
possibility is to define a Hilbert space as the direct sum of all possible graph Hilbert spaces. A 
third alternative is the one inspired by the canonical LQG construction based on the imposition 
of cylindrical equivalence relations. A comprehensive discussion of these issues can be found in 
[51]. Let us now turn instead to the construction of the spin foam amplitudes themselves.

In order to specify the spinfoam amplitudes Am we need a set of operators defining maps 
between the various boundary patches’ Hilbert spaces. The basic ones are the vertex and glue-
ing operators.

Va : ⊗
p∈∂a

Hp −→ Ha Va : ⊗
p∈∂a

Hp −→ C (2.5)

Ke : Hp1 −→ Hp2 Ke : Hp1 ⊗Hp2 −→ C. (2.6)

The associated functions Va and Ke, called the vertex and glueing kernels, give, when applied 
to any basis in the Hilbert spaces Hp, the generalised ‘matrix elements’ of the corresponding 
operators. The general formula of the spin foam amplitude for a generic molecule, depending 
on its combinatorial structure, i.e. the connectivity pattern between spin foam atoms and their 
subcells, is given by:

A(m) = Trp∈m


∏

e|m

Ke

∏
a∈m

Va


 . (2.7)

The trace is evaluated over a complete basis in each of the shared patch Hilbert spaces (pro-
ducing the convolution of the corresponding functions). Following the gluing pattern effected 
by the gluing maps, one identifies a closed cycle and thus a spin foam face associated to the 
same patch (for internal patches). Thus the final spin foam amplitude can also be written in 
terms of individual contributions associated to the faces, edges and vertices of the spin foam 
molecule. Last these amplitudes, together with an additional combinatorial factor, can be 
recovered as the perturbative Feynman amplitudes of a Group field theory whose propagator 
and the interaction kernels are the same gluing and vertex kernels of the corresponding (dual) 
spin foam model [9, 47].

3. Spin foam models for constrained BF theory

Having given the general definitions, let us now focus on the class of gravitational or geomet-
rical Riemannian spin foam models arising from the Holst–Plebanski formulation of general 
relativity in 4d [52]. From now on we restric ourselves to simplicial structures. Extensions to 
the Lorentzian context and to arbitrary cellular complexes can be found in the literature [1, 47, 
48]. In this section, we emphatize and illustrate two points: the construction ambiguities and 
the universal structure of the resulting amplitudes.

3.1. Gravity as a constrained BF theory

Our starting point is the Holst–Palatini action without cosmological constant and matter fields, 
given below:

M Finocchiaro and D Oriti Class. Quantum Grav. 37 (2020) 015010
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SHP[e,ω,λ] =
∫

M

∗(eI ∧ eJ) ∧ FIJ[ω] +
1
γ

eI ∧ eJ ∧ FIJ[ω]. (3.1)

Here ω  is a Spin(4)-valued connection one-form field, F[ω] is the curvature two-form and e 
is a spin(4)-valued tetrad one-form field representing an orthonormal frame. The topological 
term proportional to the Barbero–Immirzi parameter, though irrelevant at the classical level, 
is vital in the formulation of both loop qunatum gravity (LQG) and Spin foam models. The 
Holst–Palatini action can be recovered, on the solution of the constraint equations, from a 
topological BF theory action with additional polynomial constraints Cα[B].

S[B,ω,λ] =
∫

BIJ ∧ FIJ[ω] + λαCα[B]. (3.2)

Several formulation can be given [53, 54]. In particular the constraints can be taken to be the 
linear ones:

kIcdl(B − γ∗B)IJ
ab = 0 kIcdl ≡ εIPKLeP

c eK
d eL

l (3.3)

where kIcdl can be interpreted as a 3d volume form for the submanifold parametrized by the 
coordinates (xc, xd, xl) embedded in the 4d spacetime M, whose internal index I gives the 
normal to the 3d submanifold. Ideally one would want to constraint the classical variables 
first and then quantize the resulting geometric structures. Nevertheless the standard approach 
is to first discretize quantize the topological discrete BF action and then to impose, directly 
at the quantum level, a suitable version of the required geometricity constraints hoping to 
recover the correct gravitational degrees of freedom. On a simplicial lattice m ∈ MS, the spin 
connection ω  can be naturally replaced by its holonomy He along the molecule’s half-edges. 
Seemingly the bivector B is replaced by its own flux Xf  across the triangle dual to a face of 
the molecule.

ω �→ He ≡ Pe
∫

e∈Ea
ωadxa

B �→ Xf ≡
∫

t
BIJ

abdxa ∧ dxb He ∈ Spin(4), Xf ∈ spin(4). (3.4)

Therefore the discretized BF theory’s action take the following form:

SBF[Hf , Xf ] = Tr
(
�ζ(Hf )Xf

)
�ζ : Spin(4) → R (3.5)

where Hf  is the holonomy of the connection around the face (defined as the ordered product 
of the holonomies associated to the half-edges bounding that face) and the trace is evaluated 
in the fundamental representation. The coordinate on the group �ζ  dictates the prescription for 
discretizing the curvature 2-form [40]. We can also write down a discrete version of the linear 
simplicity constraints (3.3). Indeed by using the canonical decomposition of bivectors into 
selfdual and anti-selfdual su(2) components X = (x−, x+), the discrete simplicity constraints 
read:

(XIJ
f − γ∗XIJ

f )kv̄J = 0 kv̄x−f k−1
v̄ + βx+f = 0 β =

γ − 1
γ + 1 (3.6)

where the variable kv̄ can be interpreted as the normal to the tetrahedron dual to the patch 
node v̄.

Let us conclude this section with few important remarks. As show in [53] the linear sim-
plicity constraints (3.6) are not sufficient to ensure the simpliciality of the bivectors XIJ. The 
missing conditions are the linear volume constraints. These indeed follow from the closure 
and the linear simplicity constraints provided one also enforces a four-dimensional closure 
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constraint on the normals to the tetrahedra in each 4-simplex. Such restriction however would 
highly complicate the structure of the resulting spin foam models. For this reason it has never 
been implemented in the literature as confirmed by numerous studies on the asymptotic analy-
sis of partition function for various models, showing the presence of non-geometrical configu-
rations in the semiclassical limit [20, 55]. In the next section we discuss the quantization of 
the phase space of discrete BF theory and related geometricity constraints (i.e. the closure and 
linear simplicity constraint).

3.2. The Hilbert space of boundary states

The building block of spinfoam boundary states is the patch Hilbert space Hv̄. It admits dif-
ferent realizations as an L2 space depending on the choice of variables. Here we consider three 
distinct choices defining three equivalent formulations of spin foam models, denoted as the 
Flux, Holonomy and Spin representations.

Hv̄ ≡ L2
�[spin(4)

×4]⊗ L2[S3] Hv̄ ≡ L2[Spin(4)×4]⊗ L2[S3] H{Ji}
v̄ ≡ ⊗4

i=1HJi ⊗ L2[S3].
 (3.7)

These Hilbert spaces, related by a change of basis, naturally arise in the quantization of phase 
space of BF theory which is given by one copy of the cotangent bundle of structure group 
T∗Spin(4). The quantization of the cotangent bundle of a compact Lie group G has been 
widely studied in the literature. Here we shortely review this topic following the presentation 
of [40] to which we refer the reader for further details.

We begin by outlining the general strategy. The first step in the quatization procedure is 
to promote the Poisson algebra PG  to an abstract operator algebra X  by acting on it with a 
quantization map Q preserving the commutation relations. The choice of the quantization map 
(thus the operator ordering) is indeed the first ambiguity entering the spin foam model build-
ing. Given an abstract quantum algebra of observables X , the next task is to construct explicit 
representations of it as a concrete operator algebra on suitable Hilbert spaces. Last one has to 
find suitable (unitary) relations between these representations.

PG
Q−−−−−→ X

π−−−−→ Aut(H). (3.8)

Following the above quantization strategy, we now introduce the notions of quantization map, 
star-product and non-commutative Fourier transform. We provide first the mathematical defi-
nition before discussing few examples. These tools play a crucial role in the flux construc-
tion/formulation of spin foam models and will be used throughtout the paper, especially in 
section 4.

Definition 3.1 (Poisson brackets). Let PG = (C∞(T∗G), {•, •}, ·) the Poisson algebra 
on the group manifold induced by the canonical simplectic structure on T*G. The Poisson 
brackets can be defined as follows:

∀f , g ∈ C∞(T∗G) { f , g} ≡ ∂f
∂Xi

Lig − Lif
∂g
∂Xi

+ ck
ij
∂f
∂Xi

∂g
∂Xj

Xk (3.9)

where Li are the Lie derivative with respect to a basis of right-invariant vector fields, Xi are 
euclidean coordinates on the Lie algebra g, ck

ij are the structure constants and repeated lower 
indeces are summed over.

We now seek to quantize a maximal subalgebra A  of this Poisson algebra as an abstract 
operator *-algebra X .

M Finocchiaro and D Oriti Class. Quantum Grav. 37 (2020) 015010
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Definition 3.2 (Quantization map). A quantization map Q is a linear map between al-
gebras defined as:

Q : A → X ∀f ∈ AG ⊂ A ⊂ C∞(G × g∗) f ≡ Q( f ) Xi ≡ Q(Xi)
 

(3.10)

[f, g] = 0 [Xj, f] = îLjf ∈ XG [Xi,Xj] = ick
ijXk ∀f, g ∈ XG = Q(AG) X ∈ Xg∗ = Q(Ag∗)

 (3.11)

where AG  is the subalgebra of functions in A  constant on the Lie algebra. Samely Ag∗ ⊂ A  
is the subalgebra of function constant on the group. In general we cannot introduce differen-
tiable coordinates ζ i on G. However they are approximated arbitrarily well by functions in 
C∞(G), which allows us to define the operators ζ̂ i.

Given an abstract algebra of observables X  we construct explicit representations 
π : X → Aut(H) of it as a concrete operator algebra on suitable Hilbert spaces. The holonomy 
representation πG is defined as the one diagonalizing all operators f ≡ Q( f ). The flux repre-
sentation πg∗ is the one diagonalizing all flux operators Xi ≡ Q(Xi). However since the fluxes 
do not commute we have to introduce a suitable star-product operation which, by deforming 
the ordinary pointwise multiplication, allows us to satisfy the commutators [40].

Definition 3.3 (Star product). A star product, denoted by �, is an operation such that:

∀f�, f̃� ∈ Ag∗ Q( f� � f̃�) = Q( f�)Q(f̃�). (3.12)

This ensures that f� can be interpreted as the function that upon quantization gives 
f (Xi) = Q( f�), hence establishing a connection between the classical phase space structure 
and the quantum operators. Therefore the choice of the quantization map determines uniquely 
the corresponding �-product.

Definition 3.4 (Holonomy and flux representations). Let πG and πg∗ denote the ho-
lonomy and flux representations on the Hilbert spaces H = L2(G) and H = L2

�(g
∗). The ac-

tion of the operators ζ̂ and Xi read:

∀ψ ∈ C∞
c (G) ⊂ L2(G)

(
πG(ζ̂

i)(ψ)
)
(g) ≡ ζ i(g)ψ(g)

(
πG(Xi)(ψ)

)
(g) ≡ iLiψ(g) 

(3.13)

∀ψ ∈ C∞
c (g∗) ⊂ L2

�(g
∗)

(
πg∗(ζ̂ i)(ψ)

)
(x) ≡ −i

∂

∂xi
ψ(x)

(
πg∗(Xi)(ψ)

)
(x) ≡ xi � ψ(X).

 (3.14)

The spaces of smooth compactly supported functions, dense on the corresponding L2 spaces, 
are closed under the action of the above operators. Moreover the commutators are satisfied 
upon quantization.

Definition 3.5 (Spin representation). The spin representation πJ  is defined as 
πJ : X → B(HJ), where B(HJ) is the set of bounded linear operators on the group’s unitary 
irreducible representations space HJ.

The holonomy and the spin representations are related by Peter–Weyl decomposition. The 
non-commutative Fourier transform, instead, provides a map between the flux and the group 
(or holonomy) representations.
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Definition 3.6 (Non-commutative Fourier transform). We assume the existence of a 
unitary isometric isomorphism F : L2(G) → L2

�(g
∗) which can be expressed as an integral 

transform,

ψ̃(x) ≡ F (ψ)(x) ≡
∫

G
dgEg(x)ψ(g) ψ(g) = F−1(ψ̃)(g) ≡

∫

g∗

dDx
(2π)D Eg(x) � ψ̃(x) (3.15)

where the functions E : G × g∗ → C are the non-commutative plane wave. Their existence 
has to be verified once an explicit choice of the quantization map has been made.

Below we list the main properties of the non-commutative plane waves

Eg(x + y) = Eg(x)Eg(y) Egh(x) = (Eg � Eh) (x) (3.16)

Eg(x) = Eg(−x) = Eg−1(−x) Eg(x) � Eh(x) = Eh(x) � Eh−1gh(x) (3.17)

as well as the integral expansion of the Dirac-delta function on the group and on the lie algebra

δxy = δ�(x − y) =
∫

dgEg(x)Eg−1(y) δ(gh) =
∫

dx Egh(x). (3.18)

These identities are completely general. The proofs can be found in [40]
So far we reviewed the quantization of the cotangent bundle of a (compact) Lie group G, 

discussing the mathematical tools required to define the flux representation. In the case of 
Riemannian spin foam models we chose the structure group G to be the local gauge group of 
gravity (i.e. G = Spin(4)). By applying the previous quantization procedure to the phase space 
of BF theory (in four copies) we immediately recover the single-patch Hilbert spaces (3.7). 
From a combinatorial point of view each Hilbert space Hv̄ provides the space of one-particle 
states associated to a single ‘atom of space’, i.e. a quantum tetrahedron in the simplicial setting 
[51, 56]. It can be pictured as a fundamental spin-network vertex, represented by a node ̄v ∈ V̄  
with d  =  4 outgoing half-links and their one-valent end points (i.e. a boundary patch pv̄ ∈ Pv̄) 
labelled, depending on the choice of polarization, by Lie algebra elements, group elements or 
group representations. The Lie algebra elements can be understood as the covariant smearing 
of the B 2-form fields (i.e. fluxes of the B field) across the triangles of the 4-simplex, the group 
elements as discretized parallel transports of the BF 1-form connection along the dual links, 
and the group representations are quantum numbers labelling eigenstates of the modulus of 
the B field. Moreover, our quantum (spin network) states are supplemented with an additional 
variable k ∈ S3 � Spin(4)/SU(2) interpreted as the unit normal to the tetrahedron in its local 
R4 embedding. The presence of such extra variable, and the way it will enter the imposition 
of the geometricity constraints, implies that our boundary states correspond, more precisely, 
to projected spin networks [57].

3.3. Definition and imposition of the geometricity constraints

The geometricity constraints play a crucial role in the formulation of spin foam models for 
quantum gravity. The closure constraint is a first class constraint, from the canonical point of 
view. It requires that the sum of the bivectors associated to the four boundary triangles of the 
same tetrahedron vanishes. This geometrical interpretation is explicit in the flux representa-
tion [17]. From the group perspective it corresponds to a requirement of covariance under the 
action of the local gauge group. At the quantum level, it can be implemented by an orthogonal 
projector Pcl acting separately on each node of a spin network state, or on each tetrahedron 
state, taking into account its normal vector k ∈ S3.
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Definition 3.7 (Closure constraint operator). Let Ψv̄ ≡ Ψk ∈ Hv̄ be a single tetra-
hedron state and Pcl : Hv̄ → Hv̄ the closure constraint projector. Its expression in the group 
representation reads:

Pcl(Gi, G̃i, k̃, k′) =
∫

[dH] δ[k̃−1k′]
4∏

i=1

δ(G−1
i HG̃i) Ψ̃k′(Gi) = (PclΨk̃)(Gi) =

∫
[dH]Ψk′(HGi)

 (3.19)

where k′ ≡ H � k = h+k(h−)−1 denotes the action of a Spin(4) rotation H on the normal k. 
Upon integration over the normal the (extended) closure constraint reduces to the usual gauge 
invariance of the Ooguri model [8]. The Spin(4) covariance of Ψ̃k induces its invariance under 
the action of the stabilizer group SOk(3).

The simplicity constraints (3.6) are second class and cannot be enforced strongly as opera-
torial equations. Still, in each representation, they correspond to restrictions on the given vari-
ables, that are imposed on the spin foam amplitudes via suitable operators. Different strategies 
have been employed so far leading to the currently known spin foam models. In the following 
we provide the general form of the constraint operators, highlight the construction ambiguities 
and indicate briefly the key elements of specific models.

Definition 3.8 (Simplicity constraint operator). Given a state Ψv̄ ≡ Ψk ∈ Hv̄, the 
simplicity constraint operator is defined as a map Sβ : Hv̄ → Hv̄. Its matrix elements in the 
group and spin basis are given by:

Sβ(Gi, G̃i, k) =
∑
Jiji

∫ [ 4∏
i=1

dui

] 4∏
i=1

dJi dji w(Ji, ji,β)ΘJi(GiUiG̃−1
i )χ ji(ui) U = (k−1uk, u)

 (3.20)

SJ1,...,J4
M1,...,M4N1,...,N4

(k,β) =
∑
jimi

4∏
i=1

C j−i j+i ji
m−

i m+
i mi

(k̄)C j−i j+i ji
n−i n+i mi

(k)w(Ji, ji,β) J = ( j−, j+). (3.21)

The expression of the simplicity constraint operator in the spin basis (3.21) follows from the 
(3.20) upon Peter–Weyl decomposition. The action of Sβon a single tetrahedron state reads:

Ψβ
k (G1, G2, G3, G4) =

∑
All

ΨJ1,...,J4
M1,...,M4,N1,...,N4

(k)SJ1,...,J4
N1,...,N4,P1,...,P4

(k,β)
4∏

i=1

DJi
PiMi

(Gi).

 (3.22)

The notation goes as follows. Uppercase letters denote Spin(4) group elements and repre-
sentations while lowercase letters label SU(2) data. Moreover ΘJ  are Spin(4) characters and 

C j−j+j(k) are rotated Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. The function w(J, j,β), encoding the con-
straints as restrictions on the spins, depends on the chosen imposition criterion. This is the 
second main ambiguity in the construction of spin foam models.

Remark 1 (Expression in the flux representation). The simplicity constraint opera-
tor can also be written in the flux basis. By taking the non-commutative Fourier transform of 
equation (3.20) we find:

Sβk (Xi, Yi) =
4∏

i=1

(
δ−Xi � Sβ

k

)
(Yi) Sβ

k (X) =
∑

J j

dJdj w(J, j,β)ΘJ(X) � χ j(kx−k−1 + x+)

 (3.23)
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χ j(x) =
∫

dgχ j(g)Eg(x) ΘJ(X) ≡ χ j−(x−)χ j+(x+) x ∈ su(2), g ∈ SU(2)

 (3.24)

where χ j and ΘJ  are the non-commutative Fourier transform of the group characters. The 
star-multiplication between the two characters in the above expression is well defined thank 
to the following identity:

ΘJ(X) � χ j(kx−k−1 + x+) ≡
∫

dgχ j(g)
(
χ j− � Ek−1gk

)
(x−)

(
χ j+ � Eg

)
(x+).

 (3.25)

Next we comment on the general structure and main properties of the simplicity constraint 
operator.

Remark 2 (General structure and main properties of Sβ). The simplicity constraint 
operator Sβ must satisfy two important properties which, in turn, dictate its structure.

 •  In order to be well defined its image must lay in Hv̄.

∀Ψk ∈ L2[Spin(4)×4] ||SβΨk||L2 < ∞. (3.26)

 •  It must commute with closure projector (up to an over all rotation of the normal k) in 
order to ensure a consistent imposition of the geometricity constraint [17, 18].

Sβ(HGi, G̃i, k) = Sβ(Gi, G̃iH, k) H = (k−1hk, h) ∈ SOk(3). (3.27)

According to the second property the constraint operator transforms covariantly under the ac-
tion of Spin(4) and therefore it is invariant with respect to the stabilizer group SOk(3) of the 
normal k. The expression (3.21) of the simplicity constraint operator satisfies the above crite-
ria (the first one only for suitable choices of the coefficient w) and is sufficiently general to en-
compass all known (euclidean) spin foam models in the constrained BF theory class (although 
it is not the most general one). It becomes the unique possible solution compatible with all 
criteria under the additional requirement that for each link the constraint operator inter twines 
SU(2) and Spin(4) representations via an invariant tensor. This property completely fixes the 
structure of the operator’s matrix elements to be given, for each link, by a pair of Clabsch–
Gordan coefficients up to a function w of the spins. The simplicity constraint operator Sβ is 
not an orthogonal projector for arbitrary values of the Immirzi parameter. Moreover it does not 
always admit a closed formula for any choice of basis5.

The expression of the single-link fusion coefficients w can be found by demanding that 
the operator Sβ enforces the simplicity constraints with respect to a given criterion. In other 
words for each constraint imposition method we have to choose the coefficient w such that the 
resulting constrained state (3.22) satisfies the simplicity constraints with respect to the same 
method. In table 1 we list the expressions of the fusion coefficients for the most studied mod-
els, as found in the literature, to which we refer for more details [1, 13–15].

Example 1 (The EPRL model’s fusion coefficients). The EPRL model imposes the 
simplicity contraint by applying the Master constraint criterion. More precisely it selects a 

5 It becomes a projector in the limit β → 1. Remarkably the Barrett–Crane, the Baratin–Oriti and the new model 
introduced here do admit a closed formula for Sβ both in the flux, holonomy and spin representations [17, 18].
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particular class of configurations which minimize (and annihilate in the semiclassical limit) 
the eigenvalue of the Master constraint operator.

M = (kJ−k−1 + βJ+)2 = k(J−)2k−1 + β2(J+)2 + β
[
(J)2 − k(J−)2k−1 − (J+)2]

 
(3.28)

J = kJ−k−1 + J+ M|J, M, N〉 = m( j−, j+, j,β)|J, M, N〉 (3.29)

EPRL solutions: j− = |β|j+ j = (1 + |β|) j+ β < 0, j = (1 − |β|) j+ β � 0 (3.30)

where J−, J+ are the angular momentum generators. Notice that the condition j− = |β|j+ 
forces the Immirzi parameter to be a rational number. The operator Sβ will implement the 
simplicity constraints according to the Master constraint criterion if the general constrained 
state (3.22) satisfies the same criterion on average.

Therefore we have the following equation:

∀Ψk ∈ Hv̄ Ψβ
k = SβΨk 〈Ψβ

k |M|Ψβ
k 〉 ≈ 0 (3.31)

〈Ψβ
k |M|Ψβ

k 〉 =
∑
All

Ψ̄Ji
MiNi

ΨJi
MiPi

4∏
i=1

C j−i j+i ji
n−i n+i ni

C j−i j+i ji
p−i p+i ni

w( j−i , j+i , ji,β)m( j−, j+, j,β).

 (3.32)

The above expression is minimized when the fusion coefficient w encodes the restrictions 
corresponding to a solution of the Master constraint (e.g. the EPRL solution). In particular we 
can choose w to be of the form:

w2( j−, j+, j,β) = δj− |β|j+δj (1+|β|) j+ β < 0 w( j−, j+, j,β) = δj− |β|j+δj (1−|β|) j+ β � 0.
 (3.33)

By construction the resulting constraint operator will then implement the EPRL simplicity 
conditions. Clearly the above procedure can be applied to any constraint imposition methods 
in any basis.

Summarizing the universal structure of the simplicity constraint operator follows from the 
general requirements we imposed. Different constraint implementation methods yield differ-
ent definitions of the single-link fusion coefficient w (and thus different models) encoding 
the simplicity constraints as restrictions on the spins. This coefficient also encodes the choice 
of the quantization map and thus the operator ordering conventions. Furthermore it can be 

Table 1. Expressions of the single-link fusion coefficients for some of the most studied 
spin foam models.

Classes of Models w(J, j,β) Method

Barrett–Crane, β = 1. δj−j+δj0 . Strong imposition.

EPRL, Alexandrov, β < 0. δj− |β|j+δj (1+|β|) j+. Master constraint criterion.

EPRL, β > 0 δj− |β|j+δj (1−|β|) j+ Master constraint criterion.

Alexandrov, β > 0. δj− |β|( j++1)δj j+(1−|β|)−|β|. Master constraint criterion.

FK, β < 0. δj− |β|j+δj, j−+j+ |C j−j+j
j−j+j | = wβ<0

EPRL
Perelomov coherent states.

FK, β > 0. δj− |β|j+δj, j+−j− |C j−j+j
−j−j+j|

Perelomov coherent states.
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rescaled by an arbitrary function of the representations ∆ j
j−j+, compatible with the definition 

of Sβ as a map between L2 spaces. This is a third ambiguity in the construction of spin foam 
models for 4d gravity. The choice of this function is not dictated by the quantization map or by 
the constraint imposition strategy and thus must be prescribed by hand. Several requirements 
have been proposed to restrict the allowed choices [21]. Last when no simplicity constraints 
are imposed, we have w(J, j,β) = 1 and one recovers the spin foam model for BF theory.

3.4. Spin foam amplitudes

Once a given prescription to define the quantum geometricity constraints has been selected 
(yielding a specific expression of the single-link fusion coefficients) we still have to choose 
how to impose them on the spin foam amplitudes. The main strategies differ according to 
where, i.e. on which ones of the patch Hilbert spaces in the amplitude’s definition, the geo-
metricity operator is chosen to act. Once the above decision has been made, we also have to 
specify whether we intend to act with the geometricity operator itself or with any arbitrary 
power of the same. This is the fourth and last ambiguity in the spin foam construction. When 
the geometricity operator is an orthogonal projector the above ambiguities are irrelevant. In 
the following we keep the treatment general and include a parameter indicating such power 
(which affects the simplicity constraint operator only). Accordingly we can identify three 
main imposition strategies.

 Vertex Hilbert spaces. Impose the geometricity constraints by acting (p  times) with Gβ  on 
the states in the patch Hilbert spaces for each spin foam vertex (atom), before contracting spin 
foam atoms with one another.

 Edge Hilbert spaces. Enforce the geometricity constraints by acting (q times) with Gβ  on the 
states entering the gluing map, before using it to connect spin foam atoms.

 Gluing and Vertex maps. Implement the geometricity constraints by adopting both the above 
prescriptions, inserting the geometricity constraint both in the vertex and gluing operators.

The above choices lead apriori to different models. We adopt the third strategy, providing the 
expressions of the vertex and gluing kernels in the flux representation.

V β,p
a (Xv̄ṽ, Yv̄ṽ, kv̄) =

∫ [ ∏
v̄∈Va

dHve

] ∏
f∈Fa

(
δ−Xv̄̃v � Sβ�p

k̄v
� EHv̄vH−1

v̄v′
� Sβ�p

k̄v′

)
(Yv̄ṽ)

 

(3.34)

K β,q(Xv̄ṽ, Yv̄ṽ, kv̄, kv̄′) = δ(kv̄k−1
v̄′ )

∫ [
dHv̄dHv̄′

] ∏
ṽ∈pv̄,pv̄′

(
δ−Xv̄̃v � EHv̄ � Sβ�2q

k̄v
� EH−1

v̄′

)
(Yv̄ṽ). (3.35)

Here Sβ�n denotes the star-product nth power of the function Sβ. The vertex kernel depends 
on twenty lie algebra variables associated to the ten triangles of a geometric 4-simplex as seen 
from the reference frames of the two tetrahedra sharing them. The group element Hvv̄ is the 
parallel transport along the edge e = vv̄ from the centre of the 4-simplex to one of its bound-
ary tetrahedra. The gluing kernel enforces the identification of the variables labelling the two 
boundary patches associated to the same node/tetrahedron as seen from the two 4-simplexes 
sharing it.

Despite the above ambiguities the spin foam amplitudes share the same general structure. 
Their expressions are given below in the flux and spin basis.
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3.4.1. Simplicial path integral representation of the amplitudes in flux variables. Let us con-
sider a generic (connected) simplicial complex without boundary and the corresponding spin 
foam molecule m ∈ MS. The spin foam amplitude Am in flux variables is obtained by adopt-
ing the corresponding representation of the patch Hilbert spaces and contracting the vertex 
and gluing kernels (3.34) and (3.35) following the combinatorics of the molecule m. Upon 
choosing an orientation for each face f  the amplitude reads:

Aβ(m) =

∫ [ ∏
v∈Vm

∏
e�v

dHve

][ ∏
e∈Em

dke

] ∏
f∈Fm

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) (3.36)

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) =

∫ [
d6Xf

(2π)6

]
�

v, e∈f

(
EH−1

ve
� Sβ�n

ke
� EHv′e

)
(Xf ) (3.37)

where n  =  2p   +  2q. We denoted by Hve the parallel transport along an incoming half-edge e 
and by Xf  the flux associated to the face f . Notice that the amplitude Am is invariant under the 
following gauge transformations

Hve → ξeHveξ
−1
v ke → ξ+e ke(ξ

−
e )−1 Xf → ξeXf ξ

−1
e ∀H, ξ ∈ SO(4), k ∈ S3, Xf ∈ so(4)

 (3.38)
geometrically interpretated as rotations of all local frames. Such symmetry allows us to drop 
all the bulk normals from the amplitude, for example by choosing the time gauge ξe = (ke, I). 
Importantly the general expression of the spinfoam amplitudes in flux variables can be under-
stood as a simplicial path integral for constrained BF theory. In order to see this more clearly 
we must first commute all simplicity functions Sβ

k  with the non-commutative plane waves by 
using the second one of the identities (3.17). Hence the amplitude can be rewritten as follows:

Aβ(m) =

∫ [ ∏
f∈Fm

d6Xf

(2π)6

][ ∏
e∈Em

dke

]
DHve, ke

β (Xf ) �
∏

f∈Fm

EHf (Xf ) (3.39)

DHve, ke
β (Xf ) =

∏
v∈Vm

∏
e�v

dHve

∏
f∈Fm

[
Sβ�n

ke
�

(
�

e,e′∈f , e′ �=e
Sβ�n

Hee′� ke′

)]
(Xf ). (3.40)

Here e denotes the reference frame edge while e′ any other edge in the same face. The star 
product runs on all possible couple of edge indeces (e, e′) in a given face with the reference 
edge kept fixed. The simplicity function SH�k(β) imposes on Xf  the simplicity condition with 
respect to the rotated normal Hee′ � ke′, namely the pull back of the normal ke′ to the chosen 
reference frame. The non-commutative plane waves, collected together for each face of the 
molecule, gives us the exponential of the discretized BF action. In particular the quantization 
map dictates the prescription for discretizing the curvature two-form in terms of the holonomy 
on the dual face, via the choice of coordinates ζ(Hf ) on the group manifold. For example the 
Freidel–Livine–Majid (FLM) map (used in [18, 39, 43]) discretizes it as the holonomy itself, 
producing the discrete BF action 

∑
f Tr (Xf Hf ), while the Duflo map [40, 42] expresses it as 

the logarithm of the same holonomy. Last the measure term contains two types of factors. 
One, depending only on the fluxes associated to the tetrahedron chosen as reference, impose 
the simplicity constraints on them, by the chosen prescription characterizing the spin foam 
model. The remaining part can be viewed as a (flux-dependent) constraint on the holonomies 
modifying the Haar measures dHve on discrete connection parallel transports, used in discrete 
BF theory. These modifications enforce the requirement that the same discrete connection 
transports correctly the simplicity constraints across different simplicial frames. The measure 
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also absorbs within it the other construction ambiguities we have mentioned earlier. Its origin 
can be traced back to the use of the extended states, depending explicitly on the tetrahedral 
normals and to the consequent generalization of the closure constraint to account for the trans-
formation of the normals (which had been advocated in the spin foam and LQG literature [58, 
59]). Both are required in order to ensure a consistent covariant imposition of the geometricity 
constraints.

Thus the vacuum amplitudes of any spin foam model (of the class considered) in flux 
variables take always the form of non-commutative first order simplicial path integrals for 
a constrained BF theory of the Holst–Plebanski type with a discretization of the BF action 
depending on the chosen quantization map for the fluxes, and a covariant measure on discrete 

connection Dk, H, X
β  encoding the geometricity constraints, their covariance, and other model-

dependent features. We stress once more that this result, first obtained for a specific model in 
[17, 18] (and for BF theory in [39]) is general; it is a feature of the flux representation of all 
models in this constrained BF class, and not the outcome of specific choices in the constraints 
imposition.

3.4.2. Spin representation of the amplitudes. The expressions of the amplitudes in the spin 
basis can be found by taking the non-commutative Fourier transform and the Peter–Weyl 
decomposition of the above formulas in flux variables. Thus we have:

Aβ(m) =
∑
Jf jef

∑
Iveie

∏
f∈Fm

dJf

∏
e∈f

djef

∏
v∈Vm

{15Jf }v

∏
e∈Em

dIve

√
die f ie,p+q

Ive
(Jf , jef , ke,β).

 (3.41)
The fusion coefficients f i

I  are the matrix elements of a map between Spin(4) and SU(2) inter-
twiners’ spaces.

f : InvSpin(4)

[
4⊗

l=1

H j−i ⊗H j+i

]
→ InvSU(2)

[
4⊗

l=1

H ji

]

f i,p
I (Jl, jl, k,β) =

∑
Mlml

(I)J1J2J3J4I
M1M2M3M4

[ 4∏
l=1

C j−l j−l jl
m−

l m−
l ml

(k)w p(Jl, jl,β)
]
(I) j1j2j3j4i

m1m2m3m4
.

 (3.42)
Upon using the appropriate recoupling identities the previous definition can be rewritten in 
terms of NineJ symbols [60]. The notation goes as follows. We have a Spin(4) representation 
Jf  labelling each face, a pair of Spin(4) four-valent intertwiners Ive, Iv′e for every edge and an 
SO(3) spin j ef for each edge in a given face. Once more, the above formulas are general for 
this class of constrained BF models, and the specificities of the model lie into the exact form 
of the single-link fusion coefficients.

So far we provided a short overview on the formulation of Spin foam models for con-
strained BF theory. We started by listing the combinatorial building blocks on which spin foam 
models are supported. Then we restricted ourselves to the simplicial setting and discussed the 
quantization of the BF theory’s phase space (with an emphasis on the flux representation and 
related mathematical tools) as well as the definition and imposition of the geometricity con-
straints giving the general expressions of the resulting spin foam amplitudes in different basis. 
At each stage we highlighted the various construction choices entering the model building. 
In par ticular we identified four ambiguities in the spin foam construction: the choice of the 
quantization map, the prescriptions defining the simplicity constraint, the choice of the face 
weights and the strategies to implement the constraints on the spin foam amplitudes. Different 
choices lead apriori to different models. The resulting kernels and amplitudes, however, share 
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the same general structure and differ only by the explicit form of the model-dependent single-
link fusion coefficient encoding all the construction choices. This is an important feature since 
it allows us to parametrize the possible expressions of the simplicial interaction kernel in 
terms of the underlying model building prescriptions (i.e. in terms of the coefficient w and its 
integer power n counting the number of constraint insertions). To achieve a full characteriza-
tion of the theory space of spin foam models (and GFTs) one must also constrain the set of 
allowed interactions terms, i.e. the combinatorial structure of the corresponding spin foam 
atoms, and analyze the stability of a given ansatz under renormalization group flow [23, 24, 
26, 30, 31]. In the next section we introduce a new spin foam model for conatrained BF theory.

4. Flux variables and the Duflo map: a new spin foam model for quantum 
gravity

We now present a new spin foam model for constrained BF theory, based on the flux/metric 
procedure introduced in [17, 18] (see also [40]) and on the use of the Duflo quantization map 
[42]. The choice of the Duflo map is a potentially important aspect since it has a number of 
attracting mathematical properties. A notable one is that it represents faithfully the subalgebra 
of invariant functions of the Lie algebra it is applied to, which already makes it the most natu-
ral quantization map for systems in which the gauge invariance is a key aspect. A second one, 
possibly even more important in our context, is that it is defined for any semi-simple (locally 
finite) Lie group, thus in particular it allows an immediate generalization of the construction 
to the Lorentzian setting, based on the group SL(2,C), which can be found in [44].

4.1. Simplicity constraints and non-commutative tetrahedra

The flux formulation of spin foam models allow us to implement the simplicity condition in a 
geometrical transparent way: the simplicity constraints are imposed directly on flux variables 
by star-multiplication of states (and the amplitudes) with a non-commutative delta function. 
In order to construct the model we need to define the Duflo map and provide the corre sponding 
expressions of the non-commutative plane waves.

Definition 4.1 (Symmetric quantization map). Let G be a semisimple Lie group and 
g∗ the dual of its Lie algebra. The Symmetric quantization map can be defined as follows:

S : Sym(g) −→ U(g) S(xi1 , . . . , xin) =
1
n!

∑
σ∈σk

Xiσ1
· · ·Xiσn (4.1)

where σk is the symmetric group of order k. Here Sym(g) is the symmetric algebra of g and 
U(g) is its Universal enveloping algebra. The symmetric map is not an algebra isomorphism 
unless g is abelian.

The Duflo map [40, 42] provides an algebra isomorphism between the subalgebra of invari-
ant polynomials under the adjoint group action, denoted by Sym(g)g, and the center of the 
universal enveloping algebra U(g)g.

Definition 4.2 (Duflo quantization map). The Duflo map is defined as follows:

D : Sym(g) −→ U(g) D = S ◦ J 1
2 (∂) J (x) = det

(
sinh 1

2 adx
1
2 adx

)
=

(
sinh |x|
|x|

)2

 (4.2)
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where the last expression for J  holds for x ∈ su(2). When applied to exponentials the Duflo 
map gives:

E(g, x) ≡ ei�k·�x
� = η(g)ei�ζ(g)·�x �ζ(g) = −i ln(g) = �k(g) η(g) =

|�k(g)|
sin |�k(g)|

|�k| ∈ [0,π[.

 (4.3)
This is the well known expression of the Duflo non-commutative planes wave for SU(2) in the k-
parametrization, first obtained in [40], which can be trivially extended to Spin(4) by double copy.

We can now define the simplicity constraint operator for the new model.

Definition 4.3 (Simplicity constraint operator). In the flux basis the operator 
Sβ : Hv̄ → Hv̄ reads:

Sβ(Xi, Yi, k) =
4∏

i=1

(
δ−Xi � Sβ

k

)
(Yi) Sβ

k (X) = δ−kx−k−1

(
βx+

)
=

∫
du Ek−1uk(x

−)Eu(βx+)

 (4.4)

Φβ
k (Xi) = (SβΨk)(Xi) =

∫ [ 4∏
i=1

d6Yi

(2π)6

]
Sβ(Xi, Yi, k) �Ψk(Yi) X, Y ∈ spin(4). (4.5)

Let us now show that the action of this operator is well defined.
In order to be able to take the star product with the state Ψk we need the simplicity func-

tions Sβ
k  to be in the image of the non-commutative Fourier transform. Therefore we have to 

rewrite the (4.4) so that the plane waves are evaluated on the same variables (x−, x+) labelling 
the state Ψk. This requirement implies:

Eu(βx) = Ω(ψu,β)Euβ (x) uβ ∈ SU(2) β ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.6)

If the previous equality is satisfied for a suitable group element uβ then the simplicity operator 
is well defined. The above equation admits a unique non-trivial solution given below

uβ = ei
ψβ

2 n̂β ·�σ ψβ = |β|ψ n̂β = sign(β)n̂ Ω(β,ψ) =
sin |β|ψ

2

|β| sin ψ
2

 (4.7)
where the function Ω is needed to reconstruct the correct prefactor of the Duflo plane 
wave. The values of the angles parametrizing the group manifold S3 � SU(2), namely 
(ψ, θ,φ) ∈ [0, 2π[×[0,π[×[0, 2π[, ensure the uniqueness of the solution. Thus the simplicity 
constraint operator becomes:

Sβ
k (X) =

∫
duΩ(β,ψu)Ek−1uk(x

−)Euβ (x
+) =

∫
DβU EU (X) DβU = Ω(ψu,β)du (4.8)

where, for convenience, we have introduced the following short hand notation U = (k−1uk, uβ).

Remark 3 (Properties of Sβ). The simplicity constraint operator Sβ is not an orthogonal 
projector for generic values of β, except for the special cases β = 0, 1 (where the simplicity 
constraints become first class). Due to the properties of the non-commutative plane waves 
(3.17) it commutes with the closure projector Pcl, up to a rotation of the normal k. Last it does 
not require any restriction, e.g. any rationality condition, on the Immirzi parameter β.

In the holonomy representation the simplicity constraint operator takes the following form:

Sβ(Gi, G̃i, k) =
∫ [ 4∏

i=1

DβUi

] 4∏
i=1

δ
[
GiUiG̃−1

i

]
. (4.9)
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The above expression can be found by taking the non-commutative Fourier transform of (4.4) 
where Sβ is given by (4.8) as shown in appendix B. The presence of a closed formula for the 
constraint operator (and thus for the amplitudes) both in flux and group variables is a peculiar 
feature of our construction.

Upon Peter–Weyl decomposition the kernel of the simplicity constraint operator reads:

SJ1,...,J4
M1,...,M4N1,...,N4

(I,β) =
4∏

i=1

S j−i j+i
m−

i m+
i n−i n+i

(I,β) =
∫ [ 4∏

i=1

DβUi

] 4∏
i=1

D j−i
m−

i n−i
(ui)D

j+i
m+

i n+i
(uβi ) (4.10)

where, for shortness, we setted k = I. In order to compute the matrix elements of Sβ and 
obtain the expression of the single-link fusion coefficients for the new model we need to 
evaluate the above integral. Here we only present and discuss the main results, derived in 
details in appendix B. The matrix elements of the simplicity constraint operator in the spin 
basis are given by:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =
1

π dj−dj+

λ∑
a=0

a∑
µ=−a

Sa(β)(−1)−µ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+aj+

m+−µn+T
j−j+

a (|β|)

 

(4.11)

T j−j+
a (|β|) = (−1)a(2a + 1)

∫ 2π

0
dψ

1
|β|

sin
ψ

2
sin

|β|ψ
2

χ j−
a (ψ)χ j+

a (|β|ψ) λ = 2 Min( j−, j+)

 (4.12)

where χ j
a are the generalized characters of SU(2) representation (A.7). The function T j−j+

a (|β|) 
can be computed analytically and is given by in appendix B. The single-link fusion coefficient 
are given below.

w( j−, j+, j,β) =
(−1) j−+j++j

π
√
(2j− + 1)(2j+ + 1)

λ∑
a=0

(Sign(β))a
{

a j− j−

j j+ j+

}
T j−j+

a (|β|). (4.13)

The form factor w(J, j,β), characterizing the simplicity constraint imposition in our model, 
behaves like a modulating weight factor peaking on different configurations, including the 
ones selected for example by the EPRL model. A detailed numerical investigation of its 
behaviour and properties in different kinematical regimes will appear in a forthcoming paper 
[45]. It would be interesting to investigate whether this feature leads to a solution of the flat-
ness problem.

Before discussing the model’s limiting cases let us summarize the main features of our con-
struction based on the flux representation and on the Duflo map. A very interesting property 
of the flux construction (compared to other approaches) is the presence of an explicit closed 
formula for the constraint operator and thus for the model’s amplitudes in the group form-
ulation enabling the use of heat kernel methods in the renormalizability analysis of both spin 
foam models and GFTs. The use of Duflo map is another important improvement with respect 
to the existing models based on the same flux/metric procedure [18]. Indeed beside its good 
mathematical properties, the linear relation between ψβ and ψ induced by the Duflo map, con-

trasted to the non-linear one dictated by the FLM map [18] (namely ψβ

2 = arcsin(|β| sin ψ
2 )) 

simplifies the integrals in the expressions of the constraint operators (e.g. (4.10)) allowing us 
to derive an explicit formula for the single-link fusion coefficients. The presence of a closed 
expression for w is is a key asset in trying to extract quantitative consequences of the model’s 
amplitudes by using numerical methods, for example the scaling of the leading order radiative 
corrections of the n-point functions W(n) in the large-j regime. This is the object of a larger 
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project whose results will be published in [46]. Let us now discuss three interesting limiting 
cases of our model.

 Barrett–Crane limit. For β = 1, corresponding to the Plebanski case in which the Holst 
term disappears, we can immediately evaluate the coefficient w, to find:

w( j−, j+, j, 1) = δj−j+δj0. (4.14)

The simplicity constraint operator also becomes a projector. The result coincides with the 
restriction on representations defining the Barrett–Crane model in the euclidean signature 
modulo the choice of the face weights. These factors are not determined by the quantization 
map and thus must be prescribed by hand. In our case, in particular, we recover the version of 
the euclidean Barrett–Crane model already presented in [17].

 Topological BF theory limit. For β = 0, corresponding to γ = 1, one expects the theory to 
corresponds to selfdual gravity. The constraint operator Sβ and the resulting spin foam model 
are still well defined in this limit despite the fact that the classical constraints have no clear 
geometrical interpretation. The function wnew is continuous (strictly speaking it has a remov-
able singularity in β = 0) and reads:

w( j−, j−, j, 0) =
2(−1)2j−

(2j− + 1)2 . (4.15)

The simplicity operator acts on the single-tetrahedron state Ψk by projecting its bivectors onto 
the selfdual part of spin(4), and the constrained model reduces to the Ooguri spin foam model 
for SU(2) BF theory [8].

 Holst limit. The case β = −1, i.e. γ = 0, corresponds classically to the so-called Holst sector 
of the Plebanski gravity. This denomination come from the fact that the Holst term of the 
classical Plebanski–Holst action dominates in this limit. This term vanishes on shell due to the 
torsion freeness requirement of the spin connection, thus one would be tempted to assume that 
the corresponding theory is topological. However, the limit in the formal quantum theory for 
the Plebanski–Holst action in the continuum is subtle, and it has been argued that the resulting 
quantum theory would correspond to a spin foam quantization of 2nd order metric gravity 
with no torsion [1, 14, 18]. In this limit the coefficient w is given by:

w( j−, j+, j,−1) =
(−1)2j−+j

2j− + 1
δj−j+{ j−, j+, j}. (4.16)

Therefore for β = −1 the simplicity constraint operator projects onto simple Spin(4) repre-
sentation of the type J = ( j−, j+) = (l, l) without imposing any restriction (apart from the 
triangular inequalities) on the representation j  labelling the decomposition of the tensor prod-
uct of simple representations Hl ⊗Hl = ⊕2l

j=0H j. Moreover it multiplies each pair (J, j) by 
an extra phase factor (−1)2j−+j. Summarizing the resulting spin foam model can be obtained 
from the ordinary Spin(4) Ooguri model by restricting its representations to simple ones as 
dictated by the function w(β = −1).

Remark 4 (The role of the quantization map). In the limit |β| → 1 the simplicity 
function Sβ

k (X) reduces, by construction, to an ordinary non-commutative delta function both 
for the Duflo and for the FLM quantization maps. However the two delta distributions δ�FLM 
and δ�D, seen as functions on the lie algebra, do not coincide since they still depend by defini-
tion on the star-product, as one can easely check by writing down the corresponding integral 
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expressions in terms of non-commutative plane waves.

S|β|=1
new (x−, x+) = δ�D (x

− ± x+) =
1

(2π)2

∫
dS2

∫
d|�k||�k|2ei�k·�x−e±i�k·�x+ (4.17)

S|β|=1
FLM (x−, x+) = δ�FLM(x

− ± x+) =
1

(2π)2

∫
dS2

∫
d|�k| sin2 |�k|ei sin |�k|

|�k|
�k·�x−e±i sin |�k|

|�k|
�k·�x+ . (4.18)

Nevertheless they behave as regular Dirac delta functions under integration upon �-multi-
plication (with respect to the associated �-product) by an arbitrary function f ∈ L2

�(su(2)). 
Therefore, in the above limits β → ±1, their Fourier components (4.9) and (4.10) for the Du-
flo map, [18] for the FLM) and thus the spin foam amplitudes for molecules without bound-
ary will always coincide regardless of the choice of the quantization map. The fact that the 
vacuum spin foam amplitudes coincide is not a puzzling issue. Indeed the physical content 
of a quantum theory is encoded by the observables rather than by the vacuum amplitudes. As 
emphatized in [40], there is a precise relation between a quantum operator Of  and the clas-
sical function f� which upon quantization gives Of . Such relation, establishing a connection 
between the classical phase space and the quantum operators, is controlled by the star-product 
and thus by the choice of the quantization map. Thus the quantum obervables have to depend 
on the operator ordering conventions even in the limit |β| → 1 (though the model’s vacuum 
amplitudes do not). For arbitrary values of β �= ±1 the model’s spinfoam amplitudes do ex-
plicitly depend on the operator ordering even for molecules without boundaries. In the flux 
picture, for istance, the expressions of the simplicity functions and of the vacuum amplitudes 
for the Duflo map (e.g. the equations (4.8) and (4.21)) and for the FLM map [18] differ by the 
parametric deformation of the group element uβ and by the prefactor Ω(ψu,β).

4.2. The amplitudes of the new model

In this section we present the spin foam amplitudes of the new model. They can be derived 
straightforwardly from the general definitions introduced in section 3.4. Since we are going to 
insert the simplicity constraint operator both in the edge and vertex kernels we introduce, for 
convenience, the following shorthand notation.

U (n) =

(
k−1

n∏
a=1

uak,
n∏

a=1

uβ
a

)
DβU (n) =

n∏
a=1

dua Ω(β,ψua) u ∈ SU(2)

 

(4.19)

where the integer n counts the number of insertion of the simplicity constraint operator.

4.2.1. Flux representation. The amplitude Am can be computed exactly as in the general case 
by taking the appropriate convolution of vertex and gluing kernels. For a closed simplicial 
complex dual to a molecule m without boundary we find:

Aβ(m) =

∫ [ ∏
v∈Vm

∏
e�v

dHve

][ ∏
e∈Em

dke

] ∏
f∈Fm

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) (4.20)

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) =

∫ [
d6Xf

(2π)6

][∏
e∈f

DβU
(n)

ef

]
E(∏

e∈f
H−1

ve U
(n)

ef Hv′e

)(Xf ). (4.21)
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In deriving the previous formula we relied on the expression (4.8) and on the properties of the 
non-commutative plane waves. The amplitude can be recasted in the form of a simplicial path 
integral for constrained BF theory:

Aβ(m) =

∫ [ ∏
f∈Fm

d6Xf

(2π)6

][ ∏
e∈Em

dke

]
Dβ(Hve, ke, Xf ) �

∏
f∈Fm

EHf (Xf ) (4.22)

Dβ(Hve, ke, Xf ) =

[∏
v∈V

∏
e�v

dHve

] ∏
f∈Fm

[
�

e e′∈f
δ�n
(Hee′� ke′ )x−f (Hee′� ke′ )

−1

(
βx+f

)]
.

 (4.23)

In order to show this we commuted all simplicity functions Sβ
k  with the plane waves by using 

the identity (3.17). The label e denotes the reference frame edge while e′ any other edge in 
the same face. The star-product runs on all possible pairs of edge labels (e, e′) in a given face 
with the reference edge kept fixed. The group element Hee′ is the parallel transport from the 
frame e′ to the chosen reference frame e and Hf  is the holonomy of the connection along the 
face. The non-commutative plane wave in (4.22) gives us the exponential of the discretized 
BF action and the effective measure satisfies the general properties discussed in section 3.4.

Thus we recover again the expression of a non-commutative simplicial path integrals for 
a constrained BF theory of Holst–Plebansky type, with a discretized BF action depending on 

the chosen quantization map for the fluxes, and with a measure Dk, H
β  capturing the construc-

tion choices (and quantization map) characterizing the model. The appearence of an effective 
measure on the space of discrete connection is a direct consequence of the use of extended 
states and of the relaxation of the closure constraint (as advocated in the literature [4, 57–59]) 
both required to ensure a consistent imposition of the simplicity constraints. Last the presence 
of simplicial path integral formula with a simple expression of the measure (in closed form) 
allows us to perform the asymptotic analysis of the amplitudes directly in in flux variables 
as done in [39] for the Ponzano–Regge model. For models built in the flux representation, 
this approach turns out to be much simpler compared to the standard strategy based on the 
stationary phase analysis of the amplitudes written in terms of Perelomov states or spinors 
[55]. For other types of models based on a different constraint imposition method, like the 
EPRL model, the previous statement is no longer true. Although the spin foam amplitudes 
can be written as simplicial path integrals for constrained BF theory (see section 3.4), the 

complicated structure of the constrained measure Dk,H
β  makes the semiclassical analysis (in 

flux variables) quite difficult.

4.2.2. Group and spin representation. The pure lattice gauge formulation of the model can 
be found either by non-commutative Fourier transform, exploiting the duality between the 
metric and the group representations. For an arbitrary simplicial molecule without boundary 
the amplitude reads:

Aβ(m) =

∫ [ ∏
v∈Vm

∏
e�v

dHve

][ ∏
e∈Em

dke

] ∏
f∈Fm

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) (4.24)

Aβ
f (Hve, ke) =

∫ [∏
e∈f

DβU
(n)

ef

]
δ

[∏
e∈f

HveU
(n)

ef H−1
v′e

]
. (4.25)

As expected, this is the expression of a lattice gauge theory amplitude for constrained BF the-
ory. The notation goes as follows: the group elements Hve ∈ Spin(4) are the parallel transports 
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of the connection along the half-edge e which, upon integration, implement the closure con-
straint while the variables Uef are the Lagrange multipliers enforcing the linear simplicity 
constraints. The amplitude is invariant under simultaneous rotation of all local frames and 
therefore can be evaluated in the time gauge. The presence of a closed formula in the group 
formulation, following from the flux construction, enables the use of heat Kernel methods 
which can be employed, for example, in the computation of the amplitude’s degree of diver-
gence via saddle point methods [21, 28]. Moreover the linear relation between ψβ and ψ (and 
therefore the simpler form of the group element uβ), induced by the Duflo map, represent an 
additional improvement with respect to [18].

The above amplitude can be equivalently rewritten in the quantum number basis by carry-
ing out all the group integrals. Upon Peter–Weyl decomposition into irreducible representa-
tions it reads:

Aβ(m) =
∑
Jf jef

∑
Iveie

∏
f∈Fm

dJf

∏
e∈f

djef

∏
v∈Vm

{15Jf }v

∏
e∈Em

dIve

√
die f ie,p+q

Ive
(Jf , jef , ke,β).

 (4.26)
As before, the pedices v, e, f  denote the vertices, the edges and the faces of the molecule 
m. Uppercase letters denote Spin(4) representations and intertwiners while lowercase letters 
label SU(2) quantum numbers. Furthermore we have a representation Jf  for each face, a pair 
of four-valent intertwiners Ive, Iv′e for every edge and a spin j ef for each edge in a given face. 
The amplitude is written in terms of the Wigner 15J symbol [60, 61] and fusion coefficients 
(3.42) which in turn contain the single-link form factor w(J, j,β) in (4.13) and (4.12). Thus 
they encode the choice of quantization map as well as all the other specificities of our model.

5. Conclusions

We have discussed in detail the general structure of spin foam models for quantum gravity, 
for what concerns both their combinatorial aspects, their quantum states and their quantum 
amplitudes. We have then specialized to the case of (Riemannian) quantum gravity models 
in 4d based on the formulation of gravity as a constrained BF theory, which most of the cur-
rent models belong to [1]. In the latter case, we have emphasized the construction choices 
that enter the model building and differentiate different models as well as the mathematical 
structures common to all of them. This allowed us to characterize and parametrize the possible 
choices for the simplicial vertex kernel in terms of the underlying model building prescrip-
tion (e.g. the expression and the number of insertions of the fusion coefficient w). We believe 
that this analysis, beyond its pedagogical usefulness, can be important in providing a clearer 
base for extracting physics out of these models by focusing both on their specific and on their 
universal features.

Next, we have constructed a new spin foam model, in the same constrained BF class, focus-
ing on the flux/metric representation of spin foam states and amplitudes, and thus relying 
on the associated tools from non-commutative geometry [40]. A clear advantage of the flux 
construction, beside the lack of a rationality restriction on the Immirzi parameter, is the pres-
ence of an explicit closed formula for the model’s amplitudes in group variables enablig the 
use of heat kernel methods in the context of spin foam and GFT renormalization. Moreover 
our model is based on the Duflo map [42], for quantizing the Lie algebra variables of discrete 
BF theory (and thus the metric variables of the gravitational theory). This is another impor-
tant improvement. First the Duflo map has a number of nice mathematical properties that 
make it the natural quantization map for quantum systems based on group-theoretic struc-
tures. Second, unlike the FLM map employed in [18] it applies to any semi-simple, locally 
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compact Lie group; thus the model we introduced can be straightforwardly generalized to the 
Lorentzian signature. Last it simplifies the expression of the simplicity constraint operator 
in the spin basis (compared to [18]) allowing us to derive an explicit formula for the fusion 
coefficient w.

We gave then the explicit expression of the amplitudes of the new model in flux, group 
and spin representations, and the availability of all of them in closed form is another useful 
asset, for concrete computations. These concrete computation are the next developments we 
envisage, based on the new model. First the single-link fusion coefficient can be numerically 
evaluated and tabulated which allow us to compare it with other models in the literature, in 
particular in the semi-classical (i.e. large-j ) regime. A first detailed study will be presented in 
[45]. Second, the scaling of the amplitudes, divergences structure and radiative corrections of 
the new model can be investigated, as a first step towards a more complete renormalization 
group flow analysis of it. This is also forthcoming work [46]. The mentioned Lorentzian exten-
sion of the new model is another important development that can be already targeted, since 
we have all the elements for its completion (the mathematical basis for it, i.e. the Lorentzian 
non-commutative Fourier transform stemming from the Duflo map has been worked out in 
[44]). Having all these more formal results at hand, we can expect a further strong impulse to 
the ongoing efforts to extract physics out of spin foam models (also within their GFT refor-
mulation). This is indeed our main goal.
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Appendix A. Basics of SU(2) harmonic analysis

In this appendix we collect some useful definitions and identities on the Wigner-D functions 
and the recoupling coefficients used throughtout the paper and in appendix B. Further details 
can be found in [60].

 Spherical Harmonics. The spherical harmonics are a basis in L2(S2). Some identities are 
given below.

Y∗
lm(θ,φ) = Ylm(θ,−φ) = (−1)mYl−m(θ,φ) Ylm(π − θ,π + φ) = (−1)l Ylm(θ,φ) (A.1)

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
dθdφ sin θY∗

l′m′(θ,φ)Ylm(θ,φ) = δll′δmm′

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
dθdφ sin θYlm(θ,φ) =

√
4πδl0δm0.

 (A.2)
 Wigner matrices. The normalized left (and right) invariant Haar measure on the group SU(2) 
reads:

dµHaar =
1

4π2 sin2 ψ

2
sin θdψdθdφ θ ∈ [0,π[ ψ, φ ∈ [0, 2π[ (A.3)

dµHaar =
1

4π2

(
sin |�k|
|�k|

)2

d3�k =
1

4π2

d3�p√
1 − |�p|2

|�k| = ψ

2
∈ [0,π[ |�p| ∈ [0, 1[. (A.4)
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Wigner matrices are a complete orthonormal set in L2[SU(2)]. Their explicit formula is given 
below.

∫
dgD j

mn(g)Dl
pq(g) =

δjlδmpδnq

(2j + 1)
D j

mn(g) = (−1)m−nD j
−m−n(g) (A.5)

D j
mn(ψ, θ,φ) =

2j∑
a=0

a∑
µ=−a

(−i)a
(

4π
2a + 1

) 1
2
(

2a + 1
2j + 1

)
C jaj

mµnχ
j
a(ψ)Yaµ(θ,φ)

 (A.6)

where χ j
a(ψ) denote the generalized character of SU(2) representations introduced next.

 Generalized characters.  The SU(2) generalized characters, denoted by χ j
a, are given by:

χ j
a(ψ) = 2aa!

[
(2j + 1)(2j − a)!
(2j + a + 1)

] 1
2
[
sin

ψ

2

]a

Ca+1
2j−a

[
cos

ψ

2

]
χ j

a(ψ) = ia
j∑

p=−j

e−ipψC jaj
p0p

 (A.7)

∫ 2π

0
dψ sin2 ψ

2
χ j

a(ψ)χ
l
a(ψ) = π δjl χ j

a(0) = δa0χ
j(0) χ j

0(ψ) = χ j(ψ).

 (A.8)
We move forward by introducing the (rotated) Clebsch–Gordan coefficients and 4-valent 
intertwiners.

 Invariant tensors. Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. Orthogonality of rows and colums. 
Summation rules.

∑
j2m2

dj2 C j1j2j3
m1m2m3

C j1j2j3
n1m2n3

= δm1n1δm3n3 (A.9)

∑
m1m2m4

(−1) j2−m2 C j1j2j3
m1m2m3

C j4j2j5
m4−m2m5

C j1j4j6
m1m4m6

= (−1) j1+j2+j5+j6
√

dj3 dj5 C j3j5j6
m3m5m6

{
j2 j1 j3
j6 j5 j4

}
.

 (A.10)
Column permutations sign flip and degenerate cases.

C j1j20
m1m20 =

(−1) j1−m1

√
2j1 + 1

δj1j2δm1−m2 C j10j3
m10m3

= δj1j3δm1m3 (A.11)

C j1j2j3
m1m2m3

= (−1) j2+m2

(
2j3 + 1
2j1 + 1

) 1
2

C j3j2j1
−m3m2−m1

C j1j2j3
m1m2m3

= (−1) j1+j2+j3 C j1j2j3
−m1−m2−m3

. (A.12)

Let us now define the SU(2) four-valent intertwiners.
∫

dh
4∏

i=1

D ji
mini

(h) =
imax∑

i=imin

(I) jli
ml
(I) jli

nl
(I) jli

ml
=

∑
m

(−1)i−m
√

di

(
j1 j2 i
m1 m2 m

)(
i j4 j3

−m m4 m3

)
.

 (A.13)
Next we provide two sum rules for the Wigner SixJ symbol.

 Wigner SixJ symbol.  The Wigner SixJ Symbol, satisfies the following identities:
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∑
j3

dj3

{
j1 j2 j3
j1 j2 j6

}
= (−1)2j6{ j1, j2, j6}

∑
j6

(−1) j1+j2+j6 dj6

{
j1 j1 j3
j2 j2 j6

}
= δj30

√
dj1 dj2 .

 (A.14)
For further details we refer the reader to the standard textbooks [60, 61].

Appendix B. The new model’s constraint operator and fusion coefficients

In this appendix we derive the expressions of the new model simplicity constraint operator 
(4.4) in the group and spin basis. We also compute the formula of the single link fusion coef-
ficients (4.13).

Definition B.1 (Simplicity constraint operator). In the flux basis the operator 
Sβ : Hv̄ → Hv̄ reads:

Sβ(Xi, Yi) =
4∏

i=1

(
δ−Xi � Sβ

)
(Yi) Sβ(X) =

∫
duΩ(β,ψ)Eu(x−)Euβ (x

+) Ω(β,ψ) =
sin |β|ψ

2

|β| sin ψ
2

 (B.1)

where the relation between the group elelments u and uβ is given by:

u = ei ψ2 n̂·�σ n̂ = n̂(θ,φ) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) ψ, φ ∈ [0, 2π] θ ∈ [0,π[

uβ = ei
ψβ

2 n̂β ·�σ ψβ = |β|ψ n̂β = S(β)n̂ ⇒ θβ = S (β)π +S(β)θ φβ = S (β)π + φ.
 (B.2)

Here S (β) is the piecewise (step) function while S(β) is the sign function. Moreover we 
setted k = I.

Since the operator factorizes we can perform our analysis by working on a single copy. 
First we compute the expression of the constraint operator in the holonomy representation.

Proposition B.1 (Simplicity operator. Group representation). In the group repre-
sentation the simplicity constraint operator reads (recall that we setted k = I):

Sβ(G, G̃) =

∫ [
DβU

]
δ
[
GU G̃−1] U = (u, uβ) DβU = duΩ(ψ,β)

 (B.3)

Proof. By taking the non commutative Fourier transform of (B.1) we find:

Sβ(G, G̃) =

∫ [
d6X
(2π)6

d6Y
(2π)6

]
EG̃−1(X)EG−1(Y) � Sβ(X, Y) =

∫ [
d6X
(2π)6

][
DβU

]
EG̃−1GU (X)

 (B.4)

where we used the properties of the plane wave (3.16) and (3.17). To complete the proof we 
use the (3.18). □ 

Next we compute the expression of Sβ in the spin basis. From the equation (B.3) we have:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =

∫
duΩ(β,ψu)D

j−

m−n−(u)D
j+

m+n+(uβ) β ∈ [−1, 1]. (B.5)
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Now we have to calculate the above integral. We find the following result.

Proposition B.2 (Simplicity operator. Spin representation). The matrix elements of 
the simplicity constraint operator in the spin basis can be rewritten as follows:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =
1

π dj−dj+

λ∑
a=0

a∑
µ=−a

Sa(β)(−1)−µ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+aj+

m+−µn+T
j−j+

a (|β|)

 (B.6)

T j−j+
a (|β|) = (−1)a(2a + 1)

∫ 2π

0
dψ

1
|β|

sin
ψ

2
sin

|β|ψ
2

χ j−
a (ψ)χ j+

a (|β|ψ) λ = 2 Min( j−, j+)

 (B.7)

Proof. We substitute the formulas (A.6) and perform the integrals by using the equa-
tions (A.1) and (A.2).

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =
1

4π2

∫ 2π

0
dψΩ(β,ψ) sin2 ψ

2

∫ π

0
dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

0
dφD j−

m−n−(ψ, θ,φ)D j+

m+n+(ψβ , θβ ,φβ)

=
1

π dj−dj+

2j−∑
a=0

a∑
µ=−a

2j+∑
a′=0

a′∑
µ′=−a′

(−i)a+a′
√

dada′ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+a′j+

m+µ′n+

∫ 2π

0
dψΩ(β,ψ) sin2 ψ

2
χ j−

a (ψ)χ j+

a′ (ψβ)

×
∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
dθdφ sin θ Yaµ[θ,φ]Ya′µ′ [S (β)π +S(β)θ, S (β)π + φ]

=
1

π dj−dj+

2j−∑
a=0

a∑
µ=−a

2j+∑
a′=0

a′∑
µ′=−a′

δaa′δµ−µ′Sa′(β)(−i)a+a′(−1)µ
′√

dada′ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+a′j+

m+µ′n+

×
∫ 2π

0
dψ

1
|β|

sin
ψ

2
sin

|β|ψ
2

χ j−
a (ψ)χ j+

a′ (|β|ψ) =
π−1

dj−dj+

λ∑
a=0

∑
µ

Sa(β)(−1)−µ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+aj+

m+−µn+T
j−j+

a (|β|)

which is precisely the result stated above. This concludes the proof. □ 

Remark B.1 (Explicit formula). The coefficient T j−j+
a (|β|) can be computed from the 

expressions of the generalized characters. Using the second one of the identities (A.7) we 
found the following result:

T j−j+
a (|β|) = (2a + 1)

j−∑
p=−j−

j+∑
q=−j+

C j−aj−

p 0 p C j+aj+

q 0 q Υpq(|β|) (B.8)

Υpq(|β|) =
∫ 2π

0
dψ

1
|β|

sin
ψ

2
sin

|β|ψ
2

e−i( p+|β|q)ψ

=




i−ie2iπ|β|+2π|β|(|β|−1)
4β2(|β|−1) ∀ p, q; 2( p + |β|q) = 1 − |β|

i−ie2iπ|β|−2π|β|(|β|+1)
4β2(|β|+1) ∀ p, q; 2( p + |β|q) = −1 − |β|

− i−ie−2iπ|β|+2π|β|(|β|+1)
4β2(|β|+1) ∀ p, q; 2( p + |β|q) = 1 + |β|

− i−ie−2iπ|β|−2π|β|(|β|−1)
4β2(|β|−1) ∀ p, q; 2( p + |β|q) = −1 + |β|

8i|β|( p+|β|q)e−2iπ( p+|β|q) cos |β|π−2(−1+β2+( p+|β|q)2)e−2iπ( p+|β|q) sin |β|π+8i|β|( p+|β|q)
|β|(2|β|q+|β|+2p−1)(2|β|q+|β|+2p+1)(2|β|q−|β|+2p−1)(2|β|q−|β|+2p+1) Otherwise.

 (B.9)
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This expression is very useful for precision numerical computations.

The best way to compute the formula of the single-link fusion coefficients is to prove the 
following indentity.

∑
m−m+

C j−j+j
m−m+mS j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) = C j−j+j
n−n+m w(J, j,β). (B.10)

Proposition B.3 (Single-link fusion coefficients). The single link fusion coefficients 
are given by:

w(J, j,β) =
(−1) j−+j++j

π
√
(2j− + 1)(2j+ + 1)

∑
a

Sa(β)

{
a j− j−

j j+ j+

}
T j−j+

a (|β|)

 (B.11)

Proof. We evaluated the left hand side of the (B.10) by using the equations (B.6)–(A.10) 
and read off the result.
∑

m−m+

C j−j+j
m−m+mS j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =
1

π dj−dj+

∑
a

∑
µ,m−,m+

Sa(β)(−1)−µ C j−aj−

m−µn−C j+aj+

m+−µn+C j−j+j
m−m+mT

j−j+
a (|β|)

= C j−j+j
n−n+m

(−1) j−+j++j

π
√
(2j− + 1)(2j+ + 1)

∑
a

Sa(β)

{
a j− j−

j j+ j+

}
T j−j+

a (|β|) = C j−j+j
n−n+m w(J, j,β).

 (B.12)

This concludes the proof. □ 

Remark B.2 (Limiting cases). For the values |β| = 1 and β = 0 the function T j−j+
a (|β|) 

reads:

T j−j+
a (±1) = π(−1)a(2a + 1)δj−j+ T j−j+

a (0) = lim
β→0

T j−j+
a (|β|) = 2π(−1)2j−(2j+ + 1)

(2j− + 1)
δa0.

 (B.13)

These identities follows directly from the properties of the generalized characters (A.8). Our 
model exhibits three interesting limiting cases corresponding to the values of the Immirzi 
parameter β = −1, 0, 1. The corresponding expression of the constraint operator and fusion 
coefficients are given below.

In the limit β = 1, corresponding to the limit γ → ∞ we recover the Barrett–Crane model:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(1) =
(−1)m−−n−

2j− + 1
δj−j+δm−−m+δn−−n+ w( j−, j+, j, 1) = δj−j+δj0.

 

(B.14)

The first result follows immediately form the definition (B.5) or, in alternative, from the equa-
tion (B.6) upon using the identities (B.13), (A.9) and (A.12). The latter one can be found by 
using the equations (B.11) and (A.14).

In the limit β = −1, we recover the topological Holst model. In particular we find:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(−1) =
δj−j+

2j− + 1
δm−n+δn−m+ w( j−, j+, j,−1) =

(−1)2j−+j

(2j− + 1)
δj−j+{ j−, j+, j}.

 (B.15)
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As before the first formula follows from the definition (B.5) or equivalently from the (B.6) 
upon using the equations (B.13), (A.9) and (A.12). The expression of w can be found using 
again the identities (B.11) and (A.14).
In the limit β = 0, corresponding to the SU(2) Ooguri model, the functions S(β) and w(J, j,β) 
become:

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(0) ≡ lim
β→ 0+

S j−j+

m−m+n−n+(β) =
2(−1)2j−

(2j− + 1)2 δm−n−δm+n+ (B.16)

w(J, j, 0) ≡ lim
β→ 0±

w(J, j,β) =
2(−1)2j−

(2j− + 1)2 . (B.17)

The limits can be easely computed from the definitions (B.6) and (B.11) together with the 
identity (B.13).
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